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ABSTRACT. Recently, Mullins calculated the Casson-Walker invariant of the 
2-fold cyclic branched cover of an oriented link in 5 3 in terms of its Jones 
polynomial and its signature, under the assumption that the 2-fold branched 
cover is a rational homology 3-sphere. Using elementary principles, we provide 
a similar calculation for the general case. In addition, we calculate the LMO 
invariant of the p-fold branched cover of twisted knots in 53 in terms of the 
Kontsevich integral of the knot. 

1. Introduction 

Given an oriented link L in (oriented) S 3 , one can associate to it a family of 
(oriented) 3-manifolds, namely its p-fold cyclic branched covers :Ej_, where p is a 
positive integer. Using these 3-manifolds, one can associate a family of integer-
valued invariants of the link L, namely its p-signatures, (Jp(L ). These signatures, 
being concordance invariants, play a key role in the approach to link theory via 
surgery theory. 

On the other hand, any numerical invariant of 3-manifolds, evaluated at the 
p-fold branched cover, gives numerical invariants of oriented links. The seminal 
ideas of mathematical physics, initiated by Witten [Wi] have recently produced 
two axiomatizations (and constructions) of numerical invariants of links and 3-
manifolds; one under the name of topological quantum field theory (e.g. [At, RTl, 
RT2]) and another under the name of finite type invariants (e.g. [Oh, LMO, A]). 
Moreover, each of these two approaches offers a conceptual unification of previously 
known numerical invariants of links and 3-manifolds, such as the Casson invariant 
[AM] and the Jones polynomial [J]. 

It turns out that the Casson invariant >., extended to all rational homology 
3-spheres by Walker [Wa], and further extended to all 3-manifolds by Lescop [Le] 
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equals (up to a sign) to twice the degree 1 part of a graph-valued invariant of 3-
manifolds [LMO, LMMO] which turns out to be a universal finite type invariant 
of integral homology 3-spheres, [L]. 

Recently D. l\fullins [Mu] discovered a beautiful relation between the value of 
Casson-Walker invariant of the 2-fold branched cover of a link L in S 3 in terms 
of the link's 2-signature a(L) = a2(L) and the values h(--1),Jf)-1) of its Jones 
polynomial h and its derivative Jt at -1, under the assumption that the 2-fold 
branched cover is a rational homology 3-sphere. It is a natural question to ask 
whether this assumption is really needed. We can now state our result (where the 
nullity v( L) of a link L can be defined as the first betti number of :EJJ: 

THEOREM 1.1. For an oriented link L in S 3 we have: 

(1.1) i"(L)+v(L);A_(:EJJ = ~J~(-1) + ~1£(-l)a(L) 
A few remarks are in order: 
REMARK 1.2. In case :Ei is a rational homology 3-sphere, the above formula 

is Mullin's theorem, as expected. See also Remark 2.2. 

REMARK 1.3. For the class of links such that :Ei is a rational homology 3-
sphere (e.g. for all knots), there is a skein theory relation of the signature, see 
[Li, Mu]. However, the literature on signatures seems to be avoiding the rest of 
the links. Our result shows that such a restriction is not necessary. 

REMARK 1.4. Mullin's proof uses the Kauffman bracket definition of the Jones 
polynomial [Ka], and oriented, as well as unoriented, smoothings of the link that 
are special to the Jones polynomial. Our proof, simpler and derived from first 
principles, does not use any of these special properties of the Jones polynomial. In 
addition, it provides a hint for general relations between link signatures and finite 
type link and 3-manifold invariants. 

COROLLARY 1.5. If L is a link with nullity at least 4, then h ( -1) = J~ ( -1) = 
0. 

It is natural to ask whether Theorem 1.1 can be extended to the case of more 
general covers (such asp-fold branched covers), as well as the case of more general3-
manifold invariants, such as the LMO invariant zLJ\JO, or its degree n part zf:_MO. 
In this direction, we have the following partial result. Let DmK denote them-fold 
twisted double of a knot K in S3 , see Figure 1. Recall from [B-N, BL, Ko] the 
notion of finite type invariantss of knots in S3 . 

THEOREM 1.6. Fix a knot K in s:l and integers p, m, n. Then the map K ---t 

z~MO (:E~,. K) is a finite type invariantsoj type 2n. 
With the above notation, setting n = 1 we obtain that: 

COROLLARY 1.7. 

:\(:E1;J,K) = ap.m~" (K)(l) + bp.m 

where ~(K) is the Alexander-Conway polynomial of K, [C, Ka] and ap,m, bp,m are 
constants depending on p, m. 

The above corollary was obtained independently by Ishibe [I] for general m, p, 
Hoste [Ho] form= 0 and Davidow [Da] for rn = -l,p = ±1 mod 6. 

We wish to thank Daniel Rubennan for numerous encouraging, enlightening 
and clarifying conversations. 
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Figure 1. Them-twisted double of a trefoil. In the region marked by X 
are m - 3 full twists. 

2. A reduction of Theorem 1.1 

Before we get involved in calculations, we should mention that the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 is an application of skein theory and the following two properties, 
together with their philosophical proof: 

Pl The Casson-Walker-Lescop invariant satisfies a 3-term relation. This holds 
since the Casson-Walker-Lescop invariant is a finite type 3 invariant (at least 
restricted to the set of rational homology 3-spheres, [GO]). 

P2 A crossing change or a smoothening of a link L, results in (two) surgeries 
along the same knot in 83 . This holds since the 2-fold branched cover of a 
disk D 2 (branched along two points) is an annulus, thus the 2-fold branched 
cover of D 2 x I branched along two arcs is a solid torus T. 

All links and 3-manifolds in this paper are oriented. With an eye in equation 
(1.1), we define for a link Lin 83 , 

a(L) ~r 1j6JU -1), (J(L) ~r ia(L)+v(L) .A(~i), and "f(L) ~f 1/4h( -1)a(L). 

A triple of links(£+, L-, L0 ) is called bordered if there is an embedded disk D 3 

in 83 that locally intersects them as in figure 2. 

X X )( 
Figure 2. A bordered triple of links (L +, L-, L 0 ). 

For a bordered triple (L+,L-,L0 ), the skein relation tJL+(t)- C 1h-(t) = 
(t112 - c 112)ho(t) of the Jones polynomial implies that: 

(2.1) a(L+)- a(L-) = -2ia(L0 ) + h+ ( - 1) + h- ( - 1) 
6 6 

Thus, the following claim: 

CLAIM 2.1. For a bordered triple (L+,L-,L0 ), we have: 
(2.2) 

(J(L+)- (J(L-) + 2i(J(L0 ) = 'Y(L+)- 'Y(L-) + 2i')'(L0 ) + JL+~- 1 ) + h-~- 1 ) 
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together with the initial condition o:( unknot) = jJ( unknot) - 'Y( unknot) = 0, proves 
Theorem 1.1. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the above claim. 

REMARK 2.2. Jones and Mullins use a similar but different skein theory for 
the Jones polynomial, namely C 1 Vu (t) - tVL- (t) = (t112 - c 112)VLo (t). The 
polynomials VL and h are easily seen to be related by: h ( t) = ( -1) I L 1-1 VL( C 1), 

where ILl is the number of components of L. With our choice, it turns out that 
h(1) = 21LI-1 , a positive integer, which is natural from the point of view of 
quantum groups and perturbative Chern-Simons theory. Furthermore, Mullins is 
evaluating VL at -1 with the the rather nonstandard convention that J=I = -i, 
whereas we are evaluating h at -1 with the convention that J=I = i. 

3. Some linear algebra 

We begin by reviewing three important invariants of symmetric matrices A. All 
matrices considered have real entries, and BT denotes the transpose of the matrix B. 
Two matrices B and B' are called similar if B' = P BPT, for a nonsingular matrix 
P. Given a symmetric matrix A, we denote by v(A), a( A) its nullity and signature 
respectively. A lesser known invariant, the sign sgn'(A) of A, can be obtained 

as follows: bring A to the form P APT = ( ~' ~) where A', P are nonsingular, 

[Ky]. Then, we can define sgn'(A) = sgn(det(A')), with the understanding that 
the sign of the determinant of a 0 x 0 matrix is 1. It is easy to see that the result 
is independent of P; moreover, it coincides with Lescop's definition [Le, Section 
1.3]. Notice that the signature, nullity and sign of a matrix do not change under 
similarity transformations. 

We call a triple of symmetric matrices (A+, A_, Ao) bordered if 

A+ = (P~ :0 ) and A_ = (a; 2 :a) , 
for a row vector p. The signatures and nullities of a bordered triple are related as 
follows, [C]: 
(3.1) lv(A±)- v(Ao)l + ia(A±)- a(Ao)l = 1 
Thus, in a bordered triple, the nullity determines the signature, up to a sign. A 
more precise relation is the following: 

LEMMA 3.1. The sign, nullity and signature in a bordered triple are related as 
follows: 

{ 0 if lv(A±)- v(Ao)l = 1 
(3.2) a(A±)- a(Ao) = sgn'(A±)sgn'(Ao) otherwise. 

{ 0 if ia(A±)- a(Ao)l = 1 
(3.3) v(A±)- v(Ao) = sgn'(A±)sgn'(A0 ) otherwise. 

Moreover, if Ex '!;! sgn'(Ax)ia(Ax)+v(Ax) for x E { +, -, 0}, then we have: 
(3.4) 

PROOF. By similarity transformations, we can assume that: 

( a p) (a + 2 p) r A+= PT O EBD,A+ = PT O EBD,Ao =DEB [OJ 
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where D is a nonsingular, diagonal matrix, [or is the zero r x r matrix, pis a 1 x r 
vector and a a real number. Since the nullity, signature and sign of the matrix 

(pc;, 6) are given by: 

p=a=O p = O,a i- 0 pi-0 
nullity r+1 r r-1 
signature 0 sgn(a) 0 
sign 1 sgn(a) -1 

the result follows by a case-by-case argument. D 

REMARK 3.2. For future reference, we mention that the determinants of a bor-
dered triple of matrices are related by: 

(3.5) det(A+)- det(A_) + 2det(A0) = 0. 

This follows easily by expanding the first two determinants along the first column. 

Given an oriented link L in S3 , choose of Seifert surface of it, together with a 
basis for its homology and and consider the associated Seifert matrix E£. Recall 
that the nullity v(L), signature O'(L) and sign sgn'(EL) of L are defined as the 
nullity, signature and sign of the symmetrized Seifert matrix EL + Ei. It turns 
out that the signature and nullity of a link are independent of the Seifert surface 
chosen, and that v(L) = ,81 (:ElJ, where ,81 is the first betti number. On the other 
hand, sgn'(EL) depends on the Seifert matrix. 

It is easy to see that given a bordered triple (L +, L-, L0 ) of links, one can 
construct a triple of Seifert matrices so that the associated triple of symmetrized 
Seifert matrices is bordered, [C]. 

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 

4.1. The Casson-Walker-Lescop invariant of 3-manifolds. Given an (in-
teger) framed oriented r-component link £ in S3 (with ordered components), let 
Sl denote the closed 3-manifold obtained by Dehn surgery on £. Its linking ma-
trix, F(£) gives a presentation of H1(S'i,Z). Notice that v(F(£)) = ,81(S'i). The 
Casson-Walker-Lescop invariant .A of S]:_ is defined by: 

.A(S]:_) = sgn'(F(C))(D(£) + Ho(£) + H1(£) + H2(£)), where 

D(£) L det(F(£ \ £'))((£'), 

Ho(£) det(~(£)) O'(F(£)) 

1 r 
- 6 L det(F(£ \ j)) 

j=1 

1
1
2 L det(F(£ \ £'))( -l)I.C'I£8 (£'), 

0-#C'r:;;..c 

where £ \ j denotes £ minus the jth component of £, ((£) is a special value 
of (a derivative of) the multivariable Alexander polynomial of £ and L8 (£) is a 
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polynomial in the linking numbers lab (a, b = 1 ... r) of C given explicitly by: 

r 

Ls(C) = L L lia(l)la(l)a(2) · · .la(r-l)a(r)la(r)i' 
j=l aESymr 

where Symr is the symmentric group with r letters. 
Notice also that since the links C that we consider will be integrally framed, 

the Dedekind sums appearing in [Le, definition 1.4.5] vanish. 

4.2. A construction of 2-fold branched covers. In this section we review 
the details of some well known construction of 2-fold branched covers of links in 8 3 . 

For a general reference, see [Ka, AK]. Given an (oriented) link Lin 83 , choose a 
Seifert surface FL of L, and a basis of its first homology and let EL be its Seifert 
matrix. Push a bicolar of FL in the interior of D4 (the 4-manifold obtained is still 
diffeomorphic to D4 ), and glue two copies of the obtained 4-manifold along FL 
according to the pattern of [Ka, p. 281]; let NFL denote the resulting 4-manifold, 
which is a 2-fold cover of D4 branched along FL. Its boundary is Ei, the 2-fold 
cover of 8 3 branched along L. In [AK, section 2], Akbulut-Kirby showed that 
NFL is a 4-dimensional handlebody (i.e. the result of attaching 2-handles along 
D 4 ), and that the intersection form with respect to some basis of these 2-handles 
is the symmetrized Seifert matrix EL + EI of L. Let C denote the cores in 8 3 

of the 2-handles. Thus, C is a framed link in 8 3 with linking matrix EL + EI, 
such that Dehn surgery on Cis E1,. Of course, the link C depends on the choice of 
Seifert surface of L as well as on a choice of basis on its homology. Akbulut-Kirby 
[AK] describe an algorithm for drawing C and implement it with beautiful pictures, 
however we will not need the precise picture of the link £! 

Assume now that (L +, L-, L0 ) is a bordered triple with admissible Seifert sur-
faces. Property Pl of Section 2 implies that there is a solid torus in E1,o and three 
simple curves a+, a-, a 0 in its boundary so that Eix is diffeomorphic to surgery 
on the solid torus T in Ei,o along ax, for x E { +, -, 0}. Using the argument of 
[Mu, page p.429], it follows that there is a choice of a standard symplectic basis 
{x1,x2 } for H1 (8T,Z) so that a+= x 2 ,a- = 2x1 +x2 ,a0 = x1 . In other words, 
we have: (a0 , a+) = 1 and a- = 2a0 +a+, where (-, ·) is the intersection form. 

From the above discussion, it follows that there is a triple of framed oriented 
links (not necessarily bordered!) (C+, c-, C0 ) in 8 3 an oriented knot K and an 
integer n so that Eix = E~x for all X E { +, -, 0}, and so that c+ (resp. c-) is the 
disjoint union of C0 with the framed knot (K, n) (resp. (K, n+2)). Thus, the triple 
(F(C+), F(C-), F(C0 )) of linking matrices is bordered, with nullity, signature and 
sign equal to that of the triple (L +, L-, L0 ). 

4.3. Proof of Claim 2.1. Let us define Ex = sgn'(Cx)ia(Lx)+v(Lx) for x E 
{ -, +, 0}, Since the a(Cx) = a(Lx), Lemma 3.1 implies that q = iE0 . 

We can now calculate as follows: 

{ E+D(£+)- cD(£-) + 2iEoD(C0)} 

2 

+ L { E+Hk(C+)- cHk(£-) + 2iEoHk(£0 )} 

k=O 
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We claim that: 

(4.1) E+D(£+)- cD(.C-) + 2it:0D(£0 ) 

(4.2) E+Ho(£+)- cHo(.C-) + 2it:oHo(.C0 ) 

(4.3) E+Hl(£+)- cH1(£-) + 2t:oHJ (£0 ) 

(4.4) ~:+H2(£+)- cH2(£-) + 2t:oH2(£0) = 

0 
"f(L+)- "f(L-) + 2i"((L+) 
0 
h+(-1) h-(-1) 

6 + 6 

Before we show the above equations, we let £ 0 U K± = _c±, and I denote an 
arbitrary nonempty sublink of £ 0 with complement I' ~f £ 0 \I. 

Using equation (3.4), it follows that the left hand side of (4.1) equals to: 

L { E+det(F(I' UK+))- cdet(F(I' UK-))+ 2it:odet(F(I')) }((I)+ 
I 

L { E+det(F(I'))- cdet(F(J'))) }((I UK) 
I 

Using equation (3.4), and the fact that F(I UK+), F(I UK-), F(I U K 0 )) is a 
bordered triple of matrices, it follows by Remark 3.2 that the first and second sum 
shown above vanishes, thus showing equation (4.1). 

In order to show equation (4.2), use the fact that for a link Lin S3 we have: 

(4.5) 

(compare with [Mu, Theorem 2.4], and with Kauffman [Ka], with the understand-
ing that the order of an infinite group is 0, and keeping in mind Remark 2.2). 
Thus, 

for all x E { +, -, 0} (where the last equality above follows from the fact that if 
v(Lx) =/= 0, then hx ( -1) = 0). Since a(.Cx) = a(Lx) for all x, it follows that 
ExHo(Cx) = "f(£X) for all x, which proves equation (4.2). 

Equation (4.3) follows in the same way as equation (4.1) shown above. 
Using (3.4) and the definition of H2, it follows that the left hand side of equation 

( 4.4) equals to: 

it:o (H2(C+)- H2(C0 ) + 2H2(£0 )) 

¥# { Ldet(F(I'))(-1)1IuKIL8 (IU K+) + Ldet(F(I' U K+))(-l)IIIL8 (I) 
I I 

L det(F(I'))( -l)IIUKIL8 (J UK-)- L det(F(I' UK-))( -l)IIIL8 (J) 
I I 

I 

TI- { L det(F(J'))( -l)III( -L8 (I UK+)+ L 8 (I u K+))} 
I 
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It is easy to see that if (l~b) = F(£±) and that K± is the first ordered component 
of ,e±, then 

u" 

where the summation is over all (]' 1 , E Symr+ 1 ( resp. (]' 11 ) such that (]' 1 ( 1) = 1 ( resp. 
(]' 11 (r + 1) = 1). Combined with the above, and with (3.4), (4.6), the left hand side 
of equation ( 4.4) equals to 

ico + 1 
6 (det(F(£ )) + det(F(£-)) = 6(c+det(F(£+)) + cdet(F(£-)) 

1 = 6(Vu(-1) + VL_(-1)) 

which concludes the proof of equation (4.4) and of Claim 2.1. 
Corollary 1.5 follows from equation ( 4.5) and the fact that the Casson-Walker-

Lescop invariant of a manifold with betti number at least 4, vanishes, [Le]. Remark 
1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 and (4.6). 

REMARK 4.1. The forth roots of unity in (3.4) work out in such a way as to 
obtain the cancellations in equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). The philosophical 
reason for the cancelation in equation (4.1) is property P2 of Section 2. 

5. Proof of Theorem 1.6 

Fix a knot K in S 3 and integers p, m, n. Our first goal is to give a Dehn surgery 
description of the p-fold branched cover L.jy",K of the m-twisted double DmK of 
K. 

Figure 3. A Dehn twist along a +1 framed unknot intersecting two 
arcs (in an arbitrary 3-manifold) on the left hand side gives a diffeomorphic 
3-manifold with a different embedding of the two arcs. 

We begin with a definition: a trivial unit-framed link L in S3 \ K is called 
K-unknotting if K is an unknot inS£= S 3 . A K-uknotting link L can be obtained 
by projecting K to a generic plane, choosing a set of crossings that unknot K, 
and placing an unknot with framing ±1 around each crossing. The union of these 
unknots is the desired link L, as follows from Figure 3. 

We represent a K-unknotting link L in the standard solid torus in S 3 with the 
left hand side of Figure 3. On the right hand side of the same figure is shown the 
m-twisted double of K. 

Next, we construct an DmK uknotting link: using Figure 3, we introduce an 
extra unit-framed unknot C to unknot DmK as shown on the left hand side of 
Figure 5, and we isotope the result as shown on the right hand side of the figure. 
Then, L U Cis a DmK-unknotting link. 
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Figure 4. On the left, a K-unknotting link Lin 83 =Sr. On the right, 
the m-twisted double DmK. In the box marked X are m twists. 

D~ 
c~~ 

Figure 5. Two isotopic views of L U C, which is DmK-unknotting. 

Cutting the meridian disk that DmK bounds on the right hand side of Figure 
5, and gluing p of them side by side as in Figure 6, gives a framed link L(p, m) in 
8 3 , which is a Dehn surgery presentation of Eb,K· 

Figure 6. The framed link L( 4, m). 

Next, we review some well-known facts about the LMO invariant, and its cousin, 
the Aarhus integral, [A]. We will assume some familiarity with the standard def-
initions of finite type invariants of links and 3-manifolds, [B-N, Ko, LMO, A]. 
Both the LMO invariant and the Aarhus integral of a 3-manifold obtained by Dehn 
surgery of a link in 8 3 are defined in terms of the K ontsevich integral of the link. 
For rational homology 3-spheres, the LMO invariant equals, properly normalized, 
to the Aarhus integral, where the normalization of the factor is the order of the 
first homology group with integer coefficients. The manifolds in question, namely 
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~brnK' are rational homology 3-spheres, and the order of the first homology group 
depends only on m and p (since the first homology is given in terms of the Alexan-
der polynomial of DmK, which depends only on m, evaluated at pth roots of unity). 
Thus, it suffices to show that the degree n part of the Aarhus integral Z;((~b K) 
of ~brnK is, as a function of K, a finite type invariants of type 2n. rn 

A crossing change on K corresponds to an extra component to the K-unknotting 
link L and p extra components to the link L(p, m), thus the alternating sum of 2n+ 1 
double points on K, corresponds to the alternating sum of a link Lalt U L(p, m), 
where Lalt has (2n + 1)p components, and where we alternate by considering in-
cluding or not each of the p components. We then consider the Kontsevich integral 
of Lalt U L(p, m), expressed in terms of disjoint union of uni-trivalent graphs, the 
legs of which we glue according to the definition of the Aarhus integral. Since 
the linking numbers between the components of Lalt and Lalt U L(p, m) are zero, 
a standard counting argument (compare with [L], [A, part II, Section 4, proof of 
Theorem 2] and with [GH, proof of Theorem 3])shows that after alernating 2n + 1 
terms, the degree n part of z;( ( Lalt U L(p, m)) vanishes. 

Corollary 1. 7 follows immediately from Theorem 1.6, using the fact that the 
degree 1 part of the LMO invariant equals to the Casson-Walker-Lescop invariant, 
[LMMO, LMO]. 
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